
Centreon IMP* 
Easy & instant IT Monitoring  
for small proactive ITOM teams

SMBs lose $55K to $100K 
per year due to unexpected 
downtime repercussions.

Hardest hit European SMBs 
are from public sector, retail, 
finance and manufacturing.

SMB’s productivity losses 
exceed that of larger 
companies, impacting their 
ability to generate revenues.

- CA Technologies

Unplanned IT downtime 
is very costly for small to 
mid-size businesses (SMBs).  
But monitoring IT systems 
and networks can be a 
luxury for their much 
smaller IT outfits. ITOM 
personnel of SMBs are 
often DIY superstars. 
Centreon has recognized 
this for years by offering 
free and flexible open 
source monitoring 
software.

Now with Centreon IMP,  
professional availability 
and performance tracking 
is within easy reach, even  
for these IT superstars 
– minus the DIY 
complications.

*Instant Monitoring Platform

solution factsheet

Centreon IMP for the  
resource-challenged IT manager
Centreon IMP is our first Centreon solution designed for 
IT professionals managing small to mid-size IT systems and 
networks! It’s light, extremely affordable and instantly operational. 

We believe no digital company or IT-driven operations should 
be deprived of proper and reliable IT monitoring, no matter how 
small their ITOM or infrastructure. Monitoring should not have to 
cost an arm and a leg. Nor should it drain precious resources of 
SMB IT managers. 

Founded on the system that has been proven over time with 
large distributed IT architectures, Centreon IMP simply takes 
IT operations straight to the essentials. Keeping tabs on the 
performance of IT systems (servers, networks, applications, 
services, etc.) becomes a given for resource-challenged  
IT personnel - open source monitoring rookies included.
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Professional multi-domain IT monitoring 
for small IT operations
Centreon IMP is a highly performing and reliable monitoring solution 
that has earned its spurs with bigger enterprise ITOM teams. 

Simplified for SMB IT managers, Centreon IMP eliminates a lot of the 
DIY steps in automating checks, data extraction, notification and 
metrics specific to each IT asset for monitoring. As many open source 
pundits know, spending time searching and retrieving workable 
plugins or connectors, testing them, writing up scripts, configuring 
and documenting service templates, etc. could eat up weeks of 
precious resources. 

With Centreon IMP, this becomes a mere few hours to proactively 
monitor what’s required. There’s no need to build your own, and 
“doing it yourself” is just a question of clicks to be deployed. Over 
hundreds of the industry’s IT domains, standards and protocols are 
covered and new plugin packs are included repeatedly.

Sign up and save 28% 
 on 1-year of Centreon IMP,

or try 5 Centreon plugin packs  
for FREE!

For more information:  
imp@centreon.com

www.centreon.com/imp-subscribe

A ready-to-run full-featured enterprise-
proven monitoring platform, based on Nagios® 
concepts and used by hundreds of thousands  
of IT professionals and businesses worldwide. 
(Refer to the Centreon factsheet.)

Online access to hundreds of Centreon-
managed plugin packs with a library of fully 
pre-configured service templates to immediately 
plug into hybrid IT systems for deep and broad 
monitoring.

Simple installation with automated functionality 
to detect new plugin configurations or changes in 
monitoring evolution.

With Centreon IMP, SMB IT superstars get...

Online helpdesk and tutorials via a dedicated 
subscriber account to get the most crucial 
questions answered about using Centreon IMP.

No lock-in monthly subscription  
at €175/month. Check out our other offers  
from a low €125/month on  
www.centreon.com/imp-subscribe.

An extremely adaptable and scalable 
monitoring system for adding advanced 
functionalities when the time is right, e.g. 
data-mapping, visualization, business activity 
monitoring, business reporting, etc.  
(Refer to Centreon MAP, Centreon BAM  
and Centreon MBI).


